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Abstract
We propose a multi-layer unit cell consisting of Minkowski fractal shaped reflector with aperture
coupled phasing stubs to obtain a broad phase range for the reflectarray antenna with smaller unit cell
size and inter-element spacing compared to some other studies in the literature. In the study, simulations
are conducted using HFSS program with Floquet Port incidence. A unit cell with two cycles of phase
range and very low reflection loss is designed. 21.9% shrinkage is achieved in patch surface area using
Minkowski fractals. Subsequently, proposed unit cell is used to design and fabricate a full scale 221
element reflectarray antenna. At 10 GHz, simulation results are compared with measured data and good
agreement is observed.
Index Terms
aperture coupling, arrays, fractal antennas, reflectarrays
I. INTRODUCTION
Reflectarrays are planar reflector antennas well-known for their various innate advantages.
They are highly versatile, easy to design and fabricate since no feed circuit is needed. They also
have low profile and reduced cost, volume, and weight. However, they are known to suffer from
low efficiency and bandwidth [1].
The pioneering work on reflectarrays started with the investigations of Berry et al. in 1963 [2].
The first reflectarray consisted of a feed antenna and a set of rectangular waveguides. The
length of the waveguides are arranged such that the field received from the front aperture is
reflected back with an intended phase contribution to form a beam at a designated direction.
Microstrip antennas substituted waveguides beginning from [3] in reflectarray studies. Research
on reflectarrays until the late 90s can be grouped by considering the microstrip reflector types
and the phase variation mechanisms.
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2Designs in the first group mainly use phase delay stubs. In this technique, incident field couples
with the main reflector and travels to the end of a matched stub and reflects back. Subsequently,
the signal is reradiated with a phase difference proportional to the length of the stub line [4].
In the second group of studies, microstrip dipoles are used as reflectors and phase variation is
provided by changing the length of the dipoles [5]. Third group is characterized with designs that
realize the phase variation by changing the resonance dimensions of the reflecting patches [6].
Antennas in this group exhibit quite good performance for various parameters, such as cross
polarization levels, since there are no bent stubs with respect to the first group. However, phase
ranges occur less than a full cycle for single layer designs.
One additional technique to provide phase variation is rotating the patches by some mechanism
such as micro-motors [7], [8]. This technique is extremely useful when working with circularly
polarized waves.
In the last two decades, studies on reflectarrays showed a wide range of progress in different
directions. Most research focused on improving beam steering capability, enhancing frequency
bandwidth, reducing cross polarization levels and mutual coupling, developing new analysis
techniques to better and/or faster predict the behavior of a unit cell in a full size antenna and
miniaturizing antennas.
Multilevel reflectarray antennas are introduced to overcome the phase range problem of single
layer reflectors with which the phase variation is provided by changing the resonance dimension
of the patch. Two [9] and three [10] layer reflectarrays exhibit good performance in terms of
phase range and smoothness as well as frequency bandwidth. Multilayer structure makes it also
possible to realize phase variation by the placement of a stub below main reflector coupled
via an aperture. Two of the first examples are [11] and [12]. In [13] and [14], varactor loaded
microstrip lines are used to realize the phase variation. In [15], [16], Carrasco et al. achieved
more than 4-cycle phase range with less than 0.8 dB reflection loss. The main advantages of
this technique are listed as follows. First, since the stub is not directly attached to the patch,
there is more room in the cell which can be utilized to enhance the phase range. Second, since
an aperture is used between the stub and the main reflector, most of the energy could be held
in the upper hemisphere, thus reflection loss stays low.
In the context of antenna miniaturizing, fractal shaped reflectors became prominent recently.
Infinitely iterated fractals have infinite circumference at a finite reach. This feature opens a new
area of development for reflectarray antennas in terms of miniaturization.
3Even though there exist some studies on Sierpinski [17] and Koch [18] type fractals, Minkowski
fractals are the ones that have been studied most in the literature. In Refs. [19]–[21], single
layer Minkowski fractals are examined. In these works, it is seen that maximum phase range
provided by the unit cell designs are insufficient (lower than one cycle). In our previous study, we
designed a single layer Minkowski fractal that exceeds one cycle [22]. In that study, we proposed
a single layer Minkowski fractal shaped unit cell with coplanar double orthogonal stubs. Due
to the existence of stubs, we were not able to fully exploit Minkowski fractals miniaturization
advantage. In this study, however, the phasing stubs are moved below the main reflector. Larger
surface size reduction, twice phase range, slightly better directive gain and much better cross
polarization performance are achieved at the cost of a thicker antenna.
Multilevel Minkowski fractal reflectarrays have not been investigated in detail. In [23], only
simulation results for a double layer Minkowski reflectarray unit cell are reported which has
more than 450 phase range. In this paper, in accordance with the study in [24], a multilayer
Fig. 1: Reflectarray antenna geometry.
Minkowski fractal reflectarray with aperture coupled phasing stub is designed. Our main objective
is to solve the insufficient phase range problem of Minkowski fractal reflectarrays which has
been addressed in the literature. A 221 element full size antenna is fabricated and measured to
4show the performance of the proposed unit cell.
II. REFLECTARRAY THEORY
Reflectarrays are flat surfaces of cells with each having its own shape to contribute to reflected
field in order to form a collimated beam (Fig. 1). A unit cell is, in general, backed by ground
planes, and includes single or multi-dielectric layers. Unit cells have main reflectors that are
tuned to resonance frequency of the antenna. Reflected field from each cell can be written as a
superposition of fields reflected from the ground plane and that scattered from the patch [25].
Erθ
Erφ
 =
Rθθ 0
0 Rrφφ
+
Sθθ 0
0 Srφφ
Eiθ
Eiφ
 (1)
ejk0(xsinθi cosφi+ysinθi sinφi−zcosθi)
where Erθ , E
i
θ and E
r
φ, E
i
φ are reflected and incident field components at θ and φ polarizations.
Rθθ and Rφφ are coefficients due to reflection from substrate (given in closed form in [26]) and
Sab are coefficients due to scattering from conducting patches. In order to design a full scale
reflectarray, behavior of unit cell in the presence of neighboring cells should be calculated as
accurately as possible. To do this, Sab coefficients can be calculated using periodic boundary
conditions. This approach is formulated by the Floquet Theory. Each field component on the
cell is written as the sum of an infinite number of modes, called Floquet modes, in a periodic
environment, and solved with a numerical technique or software of choice.
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Fig. 2: Minkowski fractal multilayer unit cell geometry (a) Layers in profile, (b) Isometric
view, (c) Bottom side of D2 dielectric layer, (d) Top side of D4 dielectric layer, (e) Bottom
side of D4 dielectric layer.
5III. UNIT CELL DESIGN
The main feature of a fractal structure is to increase the edge length without increasing the
area. Therefore, it is possible to have smaller patches for the same resonance frequencies in
comparison to the standard squares or rectangles. In our study, the unit cell of the designed
reflectarray is a Minkowski square fractal. The proposed Minkowski fractal multilayer unit cell
geometry is shown in Fig. 2. In the structure, there are two dielectric layers separated by an air
gap (D3). Main reflector is at the bottom side of upper layer (D2). Top side of lower layer (D4)
is covered with copper cladding with hollowed apertures facing the main reflector. Centers of
the aperture and the main reflector both lie on the z-axis. There are two stubs at the bottom side
of lower layer. The stub which is along the y-axis is the matching stub. The stub lying towards
the opposite side is the phasing stub. Center of the connection point of these two stubs also lie
on the z-axis. Reflection phase of the unit cell is arranged by changing the length of this stub.
There is the ground plane at the bottom of the unit cell and another air gap between ground and
bottom dielectric layer (D4).
Phase variation is provided by a stub which is carried beneath the cell with an aperture in
between making it possible for main reflector to couple to the stub. This scheme allows more
space for the stub and greater phase range with the cost of increased thickness. Similar designs
were implemented for ordinary square reflectors in [15] and [16].
First iteration Minkowski fractal is formed by extracting an SLxSL square from the middle
of each edge of an LxL square. Scale factor S is chosen to be 0.2 in this study. An optimization
procedure is implemented to determine the dimensions of unit cell under certain constraints.
Steps of the implemented algorithm are given in Fig. 3. ∆s is the maximum phase range, Tmin
is the maximum return loss, u is the parameter to be optimized, U is the value of u at the
optimal point, and ∆ stands for the error function which reflects proximity of phase curve to the
desired phase line. Desired phase line is defined as the line having constant slope which begins
and ends at the same points with the phase curve. ∆ is calculated for n samples using
∆ =
n∑
k=0
√
|s2k − sik2| (2)
where sk is the phase value for a parameter and sik is the corresponding point on the desired
line.
Ansys HFSS (High Frequency Structure Simulator) with Floquet Port model is employed in
this work. First, a unit cell model is created using values given in Table I for predetermined
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Fig. 3: Optimization procedure flow chart.
7TABLE I: Predetermined Design Parameters
Parameters Values
Operating frequency/wavelength 10 GHz / 30 mm
Scaling factor S 0.2
Substrate Rogers RO4003C
Dielectric constant r 3.38
Dissipation factor tanδ 0.0027
Substrate thickness D2 and D4 0.508 mm
Cell size 0.4λ×0.4λ
D1 air gap λ/4
parameters, and nominal values for parameters subject to optimization. Resonance dimension
of the patch is determined using the software. Subsequently, error function, phase range and
maximum return loss are calculated for each parameter subject to optimization. When the return
loss and phase range values are sufficient, the value of the parameter that minimizes error is
designated as the new value for that parameter in the design. Then algorithm moves to the next
parameter until all optimization parameters are updated, which finalizes the first iteration. If
phase curve linearity, return loss and phase range values are insufficient, further iterations are
needed. If no convergence is reached after several iterations, predetermined values are changed
and the whole process starts over.
Parameters subject to optimization procedure are interim air gap thickness D3, aperture slot
width Yy, aperture slot length Xy, phasing stub width ws, matching stub width Wl, and matching
stub length Ll (Fig.2). Optimization procedure is conducted for these six parameters. Results
and discussions are given in next section.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR UNIT CELL
In the simulations, normal incident wave at 10 GHz is applied with two base linear polar-
izations. Resonant dimensions are defined as L = 8.0 mm for 0.4λ x 0.4λ unit cell. For all
simulations, S11 amplitude is well above -1 dB and phase range is greater than two cycles.
Therefore, only phase linearity calculations are shown.
8Fig. 4: Normalized results for optimization process for all parameters.
TABLE II: Optimized Design Parameter
Parameters Values (mm)
D3 interim air gap thickness 1.6
Yy slot width 0.9
Xy slot length 10.8
ws stub width 1.4
Wl matching stub width 4.0
Ll matching stub length 3.0
Error rate (∆) is simulated for all parameters that are subject to optimization with respect
to parameter length. They are given in Fig. 4 as normalized values. Values that make the error
rate minimum for each parameter are chosen to be optimum. Average error for the last design
is 0.065 per sample. After these simulations, first iteration is completed. Optimized lengths are
given in Table II.
Final phase and amplitude curves for unit cell design using optimal values are given in Fig. 5.
A linear phase curve with more than two cycles range and return loss less than at most 0.25 dB
is obtained. Amplitude curve gradually decreases due to ohmic losses and its sinusoidal behavior
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Fig. 5: Optimized unit cell S11 phase and amplitude.
marks the resonance points. Since linearity and loss level are sufficient, no further iterations are
required. Full scale antenna is fabricated using this design.
In Table III, the proposed unit cell is compared with those from Refs. [13] and [27]. We find
that the total phase range is better in Ref. [27]. This is expected since total range increases with
the phase stub length which is related to the cell size. On the other hand, using less metal and
no circuit element yield a better return loss in our proposed unit cell.
Fractal configuration results in a smaller patch, thus allows the designer to exploit lowered
mutual coupling or a smaller cell size in the teeth of each other. In the end, by this intrinsic
miniaturization capability of fractal geometry, a considerably low loss and small size unit cell
is successfully designed.
Enhancing the bandwidth is not the primary focus of this study and the gain and efficiency
parameters are related to the size of the array as well as the source antenna in use. Thus,
comparison with other works is not fully possible. Furthermore, simulated cross polarization
10
TABLE III: Unit Cell Comparison
Parameter
Unit Cell
Ref. [13]
Unit Cell
Ref. [27]
Proposed
Unit Cell
Cell size 0.42 λ2 0.28 λ2 0.16 λ2
Avg-Max Loss∗ 1.3-2.4 dB 0.23-0.32 dB 0.08-0.14 dB
Total phase range 373◦ 1080◦ 740◦
Thickness 0.06 λ 0.34 λ 0.34 λ
*: both average and maximum losses of the works in the table are pro-
vided for the same phase-range of [13].
value is -45 dB.
V. FULL SIZE ANTENNA DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
In order to fully demonstrate the performance of the multilayer Minkowski fractal unit cell
with aperture coupled stubs, a 221-element array is designed and fabricated. Phase distribution
is calculated with the method explained in [22].
Floquet model assumes that all neighboring cells are identical. Therefore, it is prudent to
arrange the stubs such that neighboring cells have closer lengths. One should also choose to
reduce the amount of metal parts and keep away from the edges in the structure as much as
possible to reduce mutual coupling.
Phase range provided by the unit cell design is around two cycles. First cycle occurs at stub
lengths in the first half of its range, (0-10 mm), and the second cycle occurs at stub lengths in the
second half, (10-20 mm). Thus, there are two options for all cells when defining the necessary
stub lengths. In the first step, all stub lengths are assigned to have lengths in the 0-10 mm range.
In this work, we preferred to use stubs that are in the first half of the available range to reduce
the error caused by Floquet model which assumes identical neighboring cells and calculates
mutual coupling based on this assumption.
Floquet model has given the size of the metal patch (L) as 8.00 mm providing the antenna
array tuned to the desired frequency. If a uniform square patch is used instead, for the same unit
cell size, the dimension would be 9.05 mm which yields a 21.9% surface size reduction at the
cost of 10.12 mm thickness. Fabricated antenna and measurement setup are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6: Fabricated reflectarray antenna and measurement setup.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE FULL SIZE ANTENNA
Fig. 7: E-plane normalized power pattern.
Normalized co-pol and x-pol power patterns for E and H planes are given in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,
respectively. Measured results are in agreement with those obtained from simulations for various
parameters (Table IV).
We have a very good agreement at the main lobe. As the measurement gets closer to horizontal
plane, mismatch becomes more visible. On the other hand, distance between two neighboring
12
Fig. 8: H-plane normalized power pattern.
TABLE IV: Full Size Antenna Parameters (E-Plane)
Parameter Simulated Measured
HPBW 9.6◦ 9.6◦
SLL -15.1 dB -14.2 dB
patches is less than 0.15λ and the period of the array is 0.4λ. Close cell formation has a positive
impact on simulated bandwidth (BW), which is measured to be 2.5%. The main reason for
the difference between BW values of the proposed unit cell and the full size antenna is the
differential spatial phase delay effect. Since dielectric material thickness is less than 0.02λ and
no additional technique to enhance the bandwidth is used, we regard this value to be sufficient
for our purposes.
Half power beam-width (HPBW) and side lobe level parameters are in very good agreement
with the simulations. Cross polarization levels due to the simulation results for both planes are
lower than -40 dB and much less than the dynamic range of the anechoic chamber (-20 dB) where
the antenna is measured. Therefore, it is of no significance to include measured cross polarization
in relevant figures. The incompatibility between co-pol measurements and simulations that are
below -20 dB have the same cause. In the H-plane results, feed antenna blockage and spatial
reflection effects are observed around the main beam. Since slots are slightly wider than the
patch, some of the energy is radiated directly from the slot and not coupled to the patch. This
is the main reason for spatial reflection on the H-plane.
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Gain and efficiency of a reflectarray antenna depend on factors other than the antenna itself
(e.g. the feed antenna). Thus, we choose to give directive gain which represents the performance
of only the fabricated antenna. Maximum directive gain is calculated from the measurements as
26.8 dB for the full size reflectarray.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Using aperture coupled phase stubs is one of the ways of achieving phase range in reflectarray
antennas. In this paper, this technique is adapted to Minkowski fractal type of unit cells to
overcome the inadequate phase range problem. In the end, phase response wider than two
cycles and reflection loss better than 0.25 dB with 21.9% reduced surface size of the patch
is obtained. Reduced surface size of metal patch ensures decreased mutual coupling and better
ohmic losses. This yields to reduced error between simulation results using Floquet model and
experiments. Proposed unit cell is used to design and fabricate a 221 element reflectarray antenna.
An optimization procedure is identified and implemented to determine the final unit cell design.
The full size antenna is simulated using HFSS and compared with measured results. Good
agreement is obtained for a wide range of parameters.
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